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Abstract. The planning process in Engineer-To-Order (ETO) projects is challenging due to: global network of participants within a project, dynamic iterations on design and engineering activities as well as the need for completing activities in a concurrent manner that shorten the delivery time. M oreover, managerial decisions on what and where to outsource disturbs the planning process
due to lack of integration between different working methodologies or systems.
In this article, we present some of the challenges faced during the planning process and connect them to the project execution strategy applied by ETO companies when managing their projects.
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1

Introduction and background

Generally, a project endeavor implies a temporary organizat ion that requires an administrative and managerial framewo rk, wh ich according to [1], is defined as project
governance model. In our paper, we refer to the management segment within the governance model [2] and do not consider the ad min istrative part, wh ich is performed by
each organization by fo llowing own internal rules and regulations. Within this management segment, which we identify as Pro ject Execution Strategy (PES), we analy ze
how the decision process approached at this level affect the project p lanning and control activit ies. PES is defined as management tactics applied by project-organized
companies to plan, control and co mplete a pro ject according to customer requirements
[3]. The decision on which type of PES to apply is based in most of the cases on issues like 1) the size of the company and its position on the specific market; 2) the
necessity to lower total project cost; 3) search for new and specialized knowledge, etc.
[4]. Ho wever, based on our research it seems that most of the ETO companies do not
consider how their choice o f PES affects their planning process. As such, many project organized co mpanies p lan their pro jects by assuming that they either 1) have
control over the whole project and p lan its activities at a level that do not consider the
effect of dependencies between participating organizat ions , or 2) they plan only the
phases they are responsible for without considering the rest of the phases. In both
cases, the result is a rigid p lanning process where each organization participating in
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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the project optimize own act ivities at the expenses of the project as a whole. Consequently, most ETO projects lack a clear overview over the project status, which, in
turn results in cost overruns that could have been avoided through a planning and
control process that considers the choice of PES.
In this article we continue the work published at APMS 2016, where we proposed
a classification of ETO co mpanies based on their approaches to PES [3]. Through
several of our research projects, we mapped PES for ten No rweg ian ETO co mpanies
and the categories identified are: 1) vertically integrated type of company, 2) design
and engineering, 3) production and testing type [3]. The first category owns most of
the processes in each project phase. They acquire s maller local or g lobal co mpanies
that deliver services or products able to increase companies’ co mpetit ive advantage.
As a result, their PES seems more integrated and gives better possibilities for control
and imp rovement. The second category contains companies that own only concept,
design and detail engineering part o f a project. The third category contains companies
that focus on core competencies like production and testing the final product. The
ETO aspect of the third category lays in their ability to define engineering solutions
coming fro m practical experience and they reveal a good understanding and translation of customer requirements into practice.
Each case co mpany uses different approaches to the planning and control activities
and all of them have ongoing projects that are looking on improvement possibilities.
The scope of this paper is to increase awareness on the importance of adapting project-planning strategies to the particularities of each PES approach. Based on our case
studies, we learned that challenges within the project p lanning are a direct result of
the strategies used for completing each phase of an ETO project.
We analyzed ETO co mpanies producing different types of customized products
(ships, cranes, etc.) and we found that applying traditional project planning methods
does not consider the choice of PES [3]. Furthermore, considering that more than 75
percent of the ETO product’s value is built by involving suppliers of products and
services [5], the impo rtance of choosing the right planning p rocess and methodology
is important. The tactical decisions made by the project team regard ing who m (what
scope of work under which terms) will co mplete what within a pro ject, has major
ramifications on the probability of success or failure of the planning process. Thus,
the main research question is what are the main challenges posed by the PES to the
project planning process in the ETO environment.

2

Theoretical background

In this section, we first introduce some relevant features and challenges when managing ETO pro jects. Then, in our attempt to structure the challenges for each type of
PES, we introduce nine characteristics of an effective ETO project planning process.
2.1

ETO and project management

Due to an increasing demand for customized products , the number of ETO co mpanies
is growing at a fast pace [6] and advances in technology will intensify this pace even
more. ETO is a type of production strategy where research and design activities are an

important part of the pro ject especially during the conceptual phase [7] when the customers define the specific features of the final product. ETO co mpanies face great
pressure to reduce cost, shorten lead-time, and maintain high quality while customers
increase the complexity of their requirements. The main characteristics of ETO approach are project-based deliveries of products with a high degree of customization in
low volu mes [8]. Most ETO products are complex and, unlike other types of production approaches, customers are involved at a detailed level throughout the design,
procurement and production processes. Such complexity requires oft en a project team
that contain members fro m a selection of specialized co mpanies that must work together to meet specific requirements [9]. Hence, most ETO co mpanies use project
management approaches to manage such teams. Nevertheless, the success or failure of
a project is not completely under the control of the project leader and her/his team [2].
Project management literature reco mmends taking into consideration each project’s
cultural, social and physical environmental context while the same literature rarely
discuss the project context and lack reco mmendations on “how to act, react or interact” (p. 33) to the context of a pro ject [10]. Another focus area within p roject management literature is the planning process which is based on a linear strategy that
implies dependent, sequential phases [11] executed according to the project plan.
Moreover, project management literature does not discuss planning challenges for
ETO projects characterized by iterative process, network organized projects and concurrent activities [12]. Thus, most ETO co mpanies using standard project management approaches struggle to achieve a good overview over the status of the project
[13]. Then, the fact that there are several suppliers participating in an ETO pro jects
and each might have a different planning software, ach ieving an overall clear status of
the project becomes challenging. To our knowledge, the planning challenges related
to the PES are not discussed within the project management literature in any significant degree. Therefore, through the research presented in this paper we contribute to
increase the body of knowledge concerning the need to adapt the project planning
process to the context of the project, in our case the choice of PES.
2.2

Characteristics of an effective planning approach

According to [14], there are nine important characteristics of an effective project
planning process within ETO environment: 1) Flexibility refers to the frequency of
updating and modify ing the project plan with actual data, which is a challenge when
several different suppliers complete a large part of the pro ject. 2) High level of integration of pro ject disciplines is about effectiveness and efficiency of the co mmunication process among project participants. 3) Collaborative planning process is about
the project plan created through agreement between project manager and each discipline team leader (not only top-down approach). 4) Effective planning meetings refers
to meetings where project participants have the opportunity to effectively inform and
be informed about relevant issues on the project status. 5) Good performance measurement system that inform project management team about the status (progress,
hours used per activity and remaining budget) of the project. 6) Good progressmeasurement tool that can indicate real progress of the production process. 7) Effective re-planning process indicating who m, when and how fast delayed activities can

be comp leted to recover the project p lan. 8) Impact analyzing refers to an increased
awareness of interdependencies among project participants (visualized through a good
planning process). 9) Lessons learned fro m pro ject to project can be a d ifficu lt task in
project organizat ions especially when these organizations are spread across several
countries [14]. Therefore, most ETO pro jects are managed through a phase-based
project management [15], approach. The scope of the characteristics presented here is
to illustrate the main areas of a planning process affected by the adapted type of PES.

3

Methodology

The ten companies fo llo wed in this study are involved in different research projects
with our affiliations. Most of these projects focus on improving project management
strategies through better planning processes and procedures. However, during our
research we learned that even though some of their problems seem similar, their root
causes were different and they needed different tactics to the improvement process.
Then, we mapped the project phases and the approaches used for completing them.
While some of the co mpanies were controlling more or less all phases, others outsourced several phases, so we took a closer look at these differences and their causes.
We started by analyzing how the project is planned, where each project phase is executed and by whom. Based on these findings, we started an exp loratory case study,
which seemed suitable for this type of research [16, 17]. As [17, 18] state, qualitative
case studies are suited for acquiring knowledge fro m practit ion ers and use them to
improve existing theories or develop new ones. Further, exploratory designs are suitable in studies that address issues not yet thoroughly researched, aiming to extend
emergent theory [19]. Fro m our studies, we learned that the issue of project planning
and control in ETO industry needs more research due to specific challenges within
this type of production. Some of the research projects are still ongoing and we work
on developing planning processes that consider the PES applied by these case companies. The authors were directly involved in improving project p lanning processes at
three of the case companies. Through the work on these projects, we noted that implementing new planning processes was dependent on the control each company had
on each of the project phases as well as on their relations towards the rest of the participating organizations. Thus, we started to search for solutions to improve the project planning process for each type of PES. In addition to the direct participation in
several planning meetings , we also collected data through direct interviews, minutes of-meetings and planning documents. We then analyzed the data and identified three
main PES for ETO pro jects and several approaches to the planning process . The results were then discussed with employees fro m the case companies and their comments were integrated in our findings.

4

Three types of PES and planning challenges

The idea for this research comes fro m our work with ETO co mpanies that are preoccupied to imp rove the results of their pro jects by focusing on the planning methods
used to manage these projects. One case company preoccupied by imp roving own

project management results, started actually a project called “Pro ject Execution Strategy” through which they identified several different in formal PES that were dependent on project leaders’ capability, teams expertize , organizational cultures and the
level of involvement of suppliers within the pro ject. While imp roving the internal
processes was relatively easy, integrating all part icipating organizations proved to be
challenging due to issues like trust among project participants , different software that
are difficult to integrate, d ifferent applications and hierarchies within the planning
process, interdependencies with suppliers, and so on. The co mpany formulated procedures that could integrate supplier’s deliveries within the planning process and create
a better collaboration and co mmit ment among the pro ject participants. They also analyzed each project phase and defined criteria that helped project managers decide
which activ ities to be performed by suppliers and wh ich ones will be co mp leted internally. Most case companies have similar improvement projects that focus on better
planning and control. Ho wever, due to a lack of control over all project phases, improving the project planning process proved challenging.
4.1

Phase-based project management

The three types of PES identified in our previous research are based on the project
phases described in figure 1 [3]. In the conceptual phase, the customer together with
the sale agents establish the main features and performances of the product. These are
developed further during the basic design phase, which, together with procurement,
generate the basis for detail engineering in 2D. The informat ion fro m these drawings
is conversed to the engineers working with the 3D model of the product. Customers’
approval of the model triggers the comp letion of the production drawings that contain
a higher level of details. Upon the comp letion of the production drawings, the fabrication process can start. This is follo wed by the outfitting and commissioning (testing)
phases that are completed before the delivery of the final product.

Fig. 1. Phase-based project management [3]

Many of the phases described here are either handled internally (specialized daughter
companies) or by suppliers. Most phases are comp leted more or less concurrently due
to pressure on the lead-time [3] and close collaboration between customer and p roject
team. Indeed, many of the co mpanies try to work according to concurrent engineering
principles while the contract with the customer is normally phased -based in the sense
that there are clear milestones on payments and phases at the top level. Th is creates a
tension in the project between the contractual obligations and the physical realities in
the project. Skillful project planning is necessary to facilitate this duality.
The strategies about what and how to outsource in these phases differ among our
case companies. So me of the m choose to outsource only some co mponents and minor

activities, while others outsource all the phases before the production . In the vertically
integrated approach, the case companies have good overview over the whole process
and are capable of involving external suppliers to a high degree. The design and engineering type has a good overview over the first part of the process and are highly
dependent on good feedback fro m the co mpanies responsible for the rest of the process. The production and testing type would have a good overview over the second
part of the process and are therefore highly dependent on technical information fro m
the company delivering design and detail engineering.
4.2

Challenges for each category

Considering the nine characteristics of an effect ive planning process , we studied the
effect of PES on each one of them and we summarized the results in the table1.
Table 1. Effects of PES on planning characteristics

Fro m a planning perspective, it seems the vertically integrated type of company has
better possibilities for achiev ing an effective project planning process . These companies were originally relying on significant amount of tacit knowledge, which kept
them ag ile but prone to mistakes as performance was very people dependent. The
response to this was twofold. One is that the co mpany itself moves in the d irection of
improving its process control through formalization of p rocesses, roles, systems and
organizational structures. The other response is to outsource work to lo w cost countries by acquiring specialized co mpanies . The p lanning process within a vert ically
integrated PES needs less alterations compared with the other two categories.
Within the two other categories, we identified challenges like low flexib ility in updating the project plan due to lack of trust in sharing sensitive data as well as different
software used for the planning process. They have several participating organizat ion,
but low integration. Th is is because everyone has to deliver according to contractual
milestones even when there has been accumulating significant deviations from all
parties. Each of the organizations participating in the project create own plans (based
on contractual specifications) and have very little connection with the plans from the
other participants. Besides, they are usually interested in optimizing their o wn planning process and that reduces the possibility to achieve an integrated project plan. In
table 1, we defined some of the characteristics as partially imp lemented by the case
companies. That is a characteristic, which is common in one or several of the organi-

zations involved in a pro ject, but they do not comply with the project in its entirety.
Thus, some phases of a project can be well executed, but the project suffers delays
and budget overruns due to lack of a good overview over the whole project. Replanning delayed activities that affect other activ ities, impact analy zing and lesson
learned are slower and briefer than in vertically integrated PES. Another challenge is
lack of feedback between organizations , which is an important aspect when aiming
for developing new p roducts. The challenges for the planning process in these types
of PES are many. However, one advantage is that they need smaller organizations and
the customer can decide who supplies design and who will produce it .

5

Discussion and further recommendations

We based our research findings on case studies within a Norwegian context . There is
need for further research to gather emp irical data fro m other ETO co mpanies, challenged by a different context, to strengthen the validity of the findings.
The cases studied in this article are all ETO co mpanies preoccupied to improve
their pro ject planning processes . In our research, we identified some o f the challenges
connected to the characteristics of an effective pro ject planning process and the way
these are affected by the PES. Based on our findings we argue for the need for a better
planning process and one way to imp rove it is to consider the context of a project that
is determined by the choice of PES. Ho wever, the organizat ions responsible for delivering the final product continue to create project plans that imply a good overview
over the project status even when they have litt le or no control over deliveries fro m
the rest of the suppliers. It is not possible for all co mpanies to imp lement a vert ical
integrated PES. However, an understanding of the role of PES when planning a project can help these companies identify better approaches to more effective p roject
planning. One approach would be more focus on coordination [20] of these projects
and earlier supplier involvement during the project planning process [21].
Our research project is still ongoing and we work on developing project-planning
methods that take into consideration the PES and their challenges. The next step of
the research would be to test these methods at some of the case companies and present
the results in a future article.
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